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Review of Alice & Karina of Basingstoke

Review No. 117391 - Published 10 Jul 2014

Details of Visit:

Author: Funseeker888
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Jul 2014 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07719823983
Phone: 07565233207

The Premises:

Chain hotel on edge of Basingstoke. just a couple of minutes from M3, plenty of space in
anonymous car park, standard room (with en suite obviously). Excellent condition. No problem
walking through entrance and past reception as if I lived there!

The Lady:

This was a duo with Alice (advertises as "I'm Addictive") and Karina (advertises as "Petite
Brunette") who each have profiles on AW. Alice's ID is quoted above, and Karina's is 1642356. I
have put Alice#s number as the main phone, and Karina's as the second.

Both slim, attractive, early 20s I would say. Karina is more petite (both slimmer and shorter) with
dark hair. I might be affected by my love of shorter slimmer ladies, but I really thought Karina was
stunningly beautiful. Alice still would easily satisfy my desires for petite, and was blond and also
extremely attractive. The pictures aren't very detailed on the site, but both ladies far exceeded my
expectations in the looks department (and actually in most departments!)

The Story:

After handling the paperwork, we were all a bit hesitant to begin with. It was probably me, as I
partake in this less frequently than I used to, and its a long time since I ventured into a threesome.
Alice has a kind of revealing lacy black dress on (and not much else) which was distinctly eye
catching; Karina wore a short black slinky dress which looked great on her slim but curvy figure.
Within a couple of minutes, I was having DFK with Alice, and the Karina joined and started to
unfasten my trousers. After a variety of interactions and assistance to each other, we were all
naked. Nearly all combinations of kissing and oral took place, with me getting most of the girls'
attention. I had to slow them down a couple of times!
A duo with two young attractive, beautiful, eager and responsive ladies has to be one of the best
experiences to try (I don't know why it isn't an option in those Red Letter experiences you can buy).
If you have never tried it (or even if you have), this duo was out of this world and great value. (Most
duos are more expensive, and few that advertise can match the looks of these two.)
Alice then suggested sex, but i thought it was a bit soon.....but she said I could come as many times
as I wanted.....now I am getting a bit long in the tooth for multiple cums in an hour, but I figured I'd
give it a try. So after the condom was applied, I was asked to lay back and Karina straddled
me.....and after an ecstatic minutes, she removed herself and Alice took over.....wow, fantastic - it
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was not long before the inevitable.
After a quick clean up we chatted for a while. Alice talked a bit more than Karina; both had very
good English, but I think Alice is quicker at being able to speak it. But Karina joined in more over
time. After a few minutes, Alice suggested we go with round 2. more kissing and lots of oral on
me.....I loved Alice's DFK, the best I have experienced in years, and Karina applied oral as well as I
have ever experienced it; to my surprise and delight I was soon fully erect, and we continued again
various interactions, until (after condom applied), Alice straddled me. I encouraged her to stay with
me to completion, as I was worried I would lose it on a changeover. With less than 30 minutes since
my previous orgasm, I came again.
You can see I was besotted, and if I can get time, I am hoping to see them again soon
Unfortunately you can't see many of my previous reports on punternet - I have done about a dozen,
over more than a dozen years. Two remain, the only two negative ones. Generally, I only wrote
about the best or the worst, and all the best ones have now retired or their establishments are no
longer there.
Alice and Karina get this report, as they are indeed right up there with the best (at least for my
taste!)
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